SBU Transit Service

SBU Transit provides transportation throughout the Stony Brook and Southampton campuses, and the Research & Development Park. SBU Transit routes operate on a varied schedule. Schedules are available at: stonybrook.edu/shuttle, or at (631) 632-7141, (631) 632-6418 or via email at: transportation@stonybrook.edu.

Suffolk County Transit

Connecting local bus transportation to destinations outside of Stony Brook University and Stony Brook Southampton are serviced by Suffolk Transit. For schedule, destination and/or rate information, please call (631) 852-5200 or visit: act-bus.org

ADA-Accessible Service

SBU Transit operates a free shuttle service (Para-transit) for students, faculty and staff who are referred through the Student Accessibility Support Center. These free ADA-accessible shuttles provide service directly from/to buildings at East, West and South Campuses, as well as the R&D Park. If interested in using this free service, please contact the Student Accessibility Support Center at (631) 632-6748 or stonybrook.edu/assc.

SBU-Brookhaven National Lab Shuttle

Stony Brook University offers shuttle service between the Student Activities Center (SAC) Circle, SBU and the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) in Upton, New York. For schedule information, please visit: stonybrook.edu/commrel/bnh/information/shuttle-service.php

Southampton Shuttle

Starts at the SAC and ends at Lot A on the Southampton Campus. Visit: stonybrook.edu/shuttle for Southampton Shuttle dates and times.

For Off Campus Transportation

Use Suffolk Transit Connection Saturdays: Students use Suffolk Transit Card or Suffolk Transit 100, 200, 300, 400. Sundays: Students use Suffolk Transit card on Suffolk Transit 300.

SBU Transit Stop

SBU Transit Stop with Suffolk Transit Connection

SBU Bike Share Stations

No Thru Traffic

SBU TRANSIT LIVE GPS TRACKING with DOUBLEMAP

FOR LIVE TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION, VISIT US ONLINE: stonybrookuniversity.doublemap.com/map/ OR DOWNLOAD THE “DOUBLEMAP BUS TRACKER” APP

* After 10:30AM only

** After 5:00PM drop off only.